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October(24,(2014(
(
Ms.(Brenda(Biddle(
Iowa(Utilities(Board(
1375(E.(Court(Avenue,(Room(69(
Des(Moines,(IA((50319G0069(
(
Re:((Docket(No.(NOIG2014G0001(
(
Dear(Members(of(the(Iowa(Utilities(Board,(
(
Thank(you(for(the(opportunity(to(comment(again(on(the(topic(of(distributed(
generation(regarding(questions(you(posed(in(your(order(dated(September(19,(2014.((
You(also(invite(responses(to(comments(made(by(other(participants.((We(begin(by(
offering(two(responses(to(comments(by(others(and(then(address(all(of(your(
questions(except(those(directed(primarily(to(the(utilities.(
(
Response!to!statements!by!MidAmerican!and!Interstate!Power!and!Light!

about!advantages,!disadvantages,!and!the!regulatory!changes!necessary!to!
increase!the!net!metering!size!cap!from!500!kW!to!2,500!kW!or!5,000!kW.!

(
Luther(College(encouraged(the(Board(to(consider(increasing(the(net(metering(cap(
from(500(kW(to(5,000(kW(in(both(of(our(prior(responses(in(this(docket.((We(
explained(that(this(cap(increase(would(help(us(achieve(our(greenhouse(gas(
reduction(goals(by(making(it(more(costGeffective(to(install(additional(renewable(
energy(systems.(

(
MidAmerican((MEC),(in(its(comments(filed(on(June(24,(2014,(argued(that,(among(
other(things,(“increasing(the(cap(to(encompass(sizes(beyond(individual(homeowners(
and(farmers(and(similar(entities…([falls](beyond(the(parameters(of(the(current(one(
customer/one(site(approach(of(Rate(NM(and(may(be(subject(to(the(jurisdiction(of(
FERC(over(wholesale(power(before(they(can(be(implemented(in(Iowa.”((pg.(4)((
(
Interstate(Power(and(Light((IPL),(in(its(additional(comments(filed(on(June(24,(2014,(
reminded(the(Board(that(it(had(expressed(a(preference(for(the(current(net(metering(
cap(in(two(different(Board(orders(issued(about(ten(years(ago.((IPL(noted(the(Board(
sought(not(“to(expose(IPL(shareholders(to(significant(costs”(and(to(limit(net(
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metering(to(“small(customers(installing(renewable(generation(for(their(own(use,(
rather(than(for(large(customers(or(commercial(application.”((pg.(10)(
(
We(want(to(point(out(that(several(states(have(more(than(one(net(metering(cap(for(
different(types(of(customer(classes,(and(many(states((CA,(CT,(DE,(MA,(MD,(NY,(PA,(
OR,(RI,(VT,(and(WV)(have(caps(much(higher(than(Iowa’s(that(range(from(1,000G
10,000(MW.((Colorado(and(Arizona(don’t(have(a(fixed(cap(but(rather(limit(net(
metering(to(120G125%(of(customer(average(annual(consumption(or(load.1((Typically(
the(cap(for(residential(systems(is(much(smaller(than(the(cap(for(nonGresidential((e.g.,(
agricultural,(commercial,(or(industrial)(systems.((

We(assume(all(of(these(caps(and(limits(have(passed(muster(with(FERC(in(various(
respects(including(with(regard(to(jurisdictional(concerns.((Thus,(we(encourage(the(
Board(to(consider(adopting(caps(for(different(types(of(customers(or(systems(as(a(
means(to(promote(distributed(generation((DG)(from(alternate(energy(production(
(AEP)(facilities(in(Iowa.(((

In(addition,(we(encourage(the(Board(to(give(particular(attention(to(the(way(Colorado(
and(Pennsylvania(structure(their(net(metering(programs.((Provided(below(are(
snapshots(of(each(state’s(program(overview(from(the(Database(of(State(Incentives(
for(Renewables(and(Efficiency.(

Colorado2((

(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

1(Database(of(State(Incentives(for(Renewables(and(Efficiency,(“Net(Metering(Summary(Map,”(
September(2014,(http://www.dsireusa.org/documents/summarymaps/net_metering_map.pdf.((

2(Ibid,(“Colorado:(Net(Metering,”(http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?(
Incentive_Code=CO26R&re=0&ee=0.((
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(

(
Pennsylvania3(

(
(
Response!to!statements!by!MidAmerican!and!Interstate!Power!and!Light!

about!crossEsubsidization.!

Both(MEC(and(IPL(encourage(the(Board(to(address(the(crossGsubsidization(issue(
regarding(net(metering.((MEC(is(concerned(that(“the(net(metered(customer(avoids(
paying(for(bundled(electric(service((e.g.,(customer(services,(distribution(services,(
transmission(services(and(generation(services)(provided(by(the(utility.”((pg.(5)((MEC(
said(“the(Board(should(restructure(the(net(metering(rate(to(eliminate(all(subsidies(in(
the(rate”(before(making(any(changes(in(Iowa’s(net(metering(rule.((pg.(6)((
(
IPL(made(similar(comments(in(its(filing(on(June(24,(2014(and(offered(a(hypothetical(
breakdown(of(services((see(next(page)(paid(by(residential(customers(presumably(
across(Alliant(Energy’s(service(territories(in(Iowa,(Wisconsin,(and(Minnesota.((pg.(6)(

(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
3(Ibid,(“Pennsylvania:(Net(Metering,”(http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?(

Incentive_Code=PA03R&re=0&ee=0.((
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(

(
(

CrossGsubsidization(is(a(legitimate(concern,(but$subsidization$cuts$both$ways.((NetG
metered(AEP(systems(provide(various(benefits(and(cost(savings(to(the(grid,(other(
utility(customers,(and(society(in(general.(((
(
The(state(of(Minnesota’s(“value(of(solar”(approach(quantifies(some(of(the(economic(
and(environmental(benefits(of(solarGpowered(DG(systems.((The(following(bar(graph(
estimates(the(various(25Gyear(levelized(value(components((not(adjusted(for(
inflation)(associated(with(solar(photovoltaic(distributed(generation(in(Minnesota:4(
(

(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
4(Minnesota(Department(of(Commerce,(Division(of(Energy(Resources,(Minnesota$Value$of$

Solar$Methodology,(April(1,(2014,(http://mn.gov/commerce/energy/images/MNGVOSGMethodologyG
FINAL.pdf.(((
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(

IPL(acknowledges(fuel(cost(savings,(though(at(an(amount(that(is(less(than(half(the(
estimate(of(the(State(of(Minnesota.((Neither(MEC(or(IPL(acknowledge(or(discuss(any(
of(the(other(value(components(in(the(bar(graph(above(with(regard(to(netGmetered(
renewable(energy(systems(in(general(or(solar(PV(systems(in(particular.(((
(
We’d(like(to(focus(for(a(moment(on(the(avoided(environmental(costs(and(talk(about(
them(in(relation(to(Luther’s(largest(netGmetered(facility,(Baker(Village,(which(is(
powered(by(two(solar(PV(arrays(that(total(300(kW(in(size.((The(two(arrays(were(
designed(to(generate(375,000(kWh(per(year,(which(was(the(average(annual(
consumption(of(Baker(Village(from(2008G2011.(((

(
According(to(the(Environmental(Protection(Agency’s(“Power(Profiler”(program,(
Luther’s(purchase(of(375,000(kWh(per(year(from(IPL(prior(to(the(installation(of(our(
solar(PV(systems(in(the(summer(of(2012(generated(609,537(pounds(of(carbon(
dioxide(annually,(which(is(equivalent(to(276.5(metric(tons((MT).5(((

(
The(EPA(and(other(federal(agencies(have(been(using(a(social(cost(of(carbon((SCC)(to(
estimate(the(climate(benefits(of(various(rulemakings,(including(the(proposed(goals(
in(the(EPA’s(Clean(Power(Plan(for(the(State(of(Iowa.((According(to(the(EPA:(
(

The(SCC(is(meant(to(be(a(comprehensive(estimate(of(climate(change(
damages(and(includes,(but(is(not(limited(to,(changes(in(net(agricultural(
productivity,(human(health,(and(property(damages(from(increased(
flood(risk.(However,(given(current(modeling(and(data(limitations,(it(
does(not(include(all(important(damages.6(((

(
In(2013,(a(federal(interagency(working(group(updated(the(initial(SCC(values(released(
in(2009G2010.7((The(table(below(summarizes(four(estimates(based(on(different(
assumptions(for(2015:(
(
Social!Cost!of!CO2,!2015!(in!2011!Dollars!per!MT!eCO2)!

Discount(Rate(and(Statistic(
Year( 5%(

Average(
3%(

Average(
2.5%(
Average(

3%(95th(
percentile(

2015( $12( $39( $61( $116(
((

It(is(our(understanding(that(many(policymakers(and(corporations(are(focusing(on(
the(3%(discount(rate,(which(yields(a(cost(of($39(per(metric(ton(of(carbon(dioxide(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
5(EPA,(“Power(Profiler,”(http://oaspub.epa.gov/powpro/ept_pack.charts.((
6(EPA,(“Social(Cost(of(Carbon,”(http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/EPAactivities/(

economics/scc.html.((
7(The(State(of(Minnesota’s(“Value(of(Solar”(approach(utilizes(the(earlier(SCC(estimates.((See(

Minnesota(Department(of(Commerce,(Division(of(Energy(Resources,(Minnesota$Value$of$Solar$
Methodology,(pp.(40G41.(
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(

equivalent((eCO2)(emissions,8(though(some(corporations(like(ExxonMobil(are(using(
a(carbon(price(of($60/MT.9((
(
At(a(rate(of($39/MT(eCO2,(Luther’s(375,000(kWh(generated(by(our(300(kW(array(
saves(society($10,783(per(year(in(environmental(costs(that(would(otherwise(be(
incurred(if(Baker(Village(was(powered(entirely(by(electricity(from(the(grid.(10((This(
amount,(divided(by(375,000(kWh(yields(an(avoided(environmental(cost(benefit(of(
$0.0287/kWh,(which(is(very(close(to(the(estimate(in(Minnesota’s(value(of(solar(
approach(above.(

(
It(is(harder(for(us(to(quantify(the(other(cost(savings(our(system(provides(in(terms(of(
avoided(fuel(costs,(avoided(capacity(costs,(etc.,(but(the(bar(graph(above(for(the(value(
of(solar(approach(in(Minnesota(demonstrates(that(they(are(substantial(and(total(
close(to($0.10/kWh,(which,(incidentally,(is(almost(equivalent(to(Luther’s(current(rate(
for(power(at(Baker(Village.(

(
Fairness(is(essential.((While(net(metering(customers(are(not(paying(for(certain(
system(costs,(they(are(also(providing(substantial(economic(and(environmental(cost(
savings(to(nonGnet(metering(customers,(to(the(utilities,(and(to(society(in(general.((
The(Board(must(take(all(of(these(factors(into(consideration(if(it(revises(the(net(
metering(rule.((Failure(to(do(so(would(be(unreasonable(and(unjust.(

(
1. Many!of!the!utilities!state!there!are!legal!issues!associated!with!virtual!net!

metering!if!retail!energy!from!an!offEsite!DG!is!wheeled!over!the!utilities’!

systems.!
a. Do!you!agree?!Explain.!
b. If!yes,!provide!examples!of!how!other!states!that!offer!virtual!net!

metering!have!addressed!these!legal!concerns.!
!

We(are(certainly(not(legal(experts,(but(we(have(not(found(a(provision(in(Chapter(476(
of(the(Iowa(Code(that(expressly(prohibits(wheeling(power(at(retail(rates.((To(the(
contrary,(the(wheeling(of(power(from(AEP(facilities(is(compelled(under(certain(
conditions(in(two(portions(of(the(code(and(no(distinction(is(made(between(retail(and(
wholesale(wheeling.11(((
(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
8(Minnesota’s(“Value(of(Solar”(approach(utilizes(the(3%(discount(rate.((It(is(our(

understanding(that(IPL(is(using(the(same(rate(in(its(own(modeling(and(resource(planning.((
9(“Carbon(Copy:(Some(firms(are(preparing(for(a(carbon(price(that(would(make(a(big(

difference,”(The$Economist,(December(14,(2013,(http://www.economist.com/news/business/(
21591601GsomeGfirmsGareGpreparingGcarbonGpriceGwouldGmakeGbigGdifferenceGcarbonGcopy.((

10(276.5(MT(x($39/MT(=($10,783.5(
11(Iowa(Code(476.43.1a(1),(http://coolice.legis.iowa.gov/CoolGICE/default.asp?category=(

billinfo&service=IowaCode&ga=83&input=476.43;(Iowa(Code(476.44(.1,(
http://coolice.legis.iowa.gov/CoolGICE/default.asp?category=billinfo&service=IowaCode&ga=(
83&input=476.44.((
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(

That(said,(we(don’t(think(retail(wheeling(and(virtual(net(metering(are(synonymous,(
though(this(appears(to(be(the(view(of(MEC(and(IPL.((MEC(opposes(virtual(net(
metering(in(its(comments(filed(on(June(24,(2014.((MEC(asserts("[v]irtual(net(
metering(assumes(a(delivery(of(retail(energy(across(a(utility's(facilities,(which(is(
retail(wheeling(and(prohibited(by(Iowa(law.”((pg.(6)((As(noted(above,(we(can(find(no(
explicit(prohibition(against(retail(wheeling(in(the(Iowa(Code.((IPL(argues(virtual(net(
metering(“would(essentially(allow(customers(to(wheel(power(across(the(
transmission(and(distribution(system(from(their(generators(to(multiple(locations(
within(a(utility’s(service(territory(to(partially(serve(each(account’s(load.((IPL(believes(
such(a(jointlyGowned(renewable(system(would(be(considered(a(public(utility(under(
Iowa(Code(§(476.1.”((pg.(11)(((
(
Given(the(Iowa(State(Supreme(Court’s(recent(ruling(in(the(Eagle(Point(Solar(case,(we(
don’t(think(jointlyGowned(renewable(energy(systems(are(public(utilities(if(their(sole(
purpose(is(to(offset(consumption(via(bill(credits(like(onsite,(netGmetered(renewable(
energy(systems.((JointlyGowned(renewable(energy(systems(are(not(asking(the(
investorGowned(utilities((IOU)(to(wheel(electrons(literally(over(IOU(wires(to(the(
homes(or(businesses(of(the(system(owners.((What(they(want(to(wheel/transfer(are(
bill(credits(based(on(fractional(ownership(of(production,(not(electrons.((The(
electrons(will(flow(into(the(grid(and(go(to(work(at(the(nearest(load(source(to(serve(
utility(customers.((
(
MEC(also(argues(the(prohibition(against(virtual(net(metering(is(implicit(because(the(
State(has(granted(electric(utilities(exclusive(service(territories(under(certain(
conditions(spelled(out(in((§(476.8.((pg.(4)((MEC(suggests(virtual(net(metering(would(
undermine(MEC’s(ability(to(offer(“coordinated,(costGeffective(electrical(service”(in(its(
service(territory.((pg.(5)((Presumably(the(same(would(be(true(for(any(net(metering(
system(interconnected(with(MEC,(because(both(onsite(and(virtual(net(metering(
result(in(lost(sales(to(the(utility.((Nevertheless,(net(metering(is(a(legal(option(in(Iowa(
for(most(Iowa(ratepayers.((Virtual(net(metering(is(simply(a(way(to(extend(this(legal(
option(to(those(who(own(or(live(in(properties(that(don’t(lend(themselves(well(to(the(
recovery(of(renewable(energy.(
(
MEC(and(IPL(also(argue(that(virtual(net(metering(further(exacerbates(crossG
subsidization,(which(they(claim(is(unfair(to(ratepayers(that(do(not(own(netGmetered(
renewable(energy(systems.((We(address(the(crossGsubsidization(issue(in(our(
comments(above(and(will(not(repeat(all(of(them(here.((We(do(want(to(reiterate,(
however,(that(net(metering(customers(with(AEP(systems(are(providing(substantial(
economic(and(environmental(cost(savings(to(nonGnet(metering(customers,(to(the(
utilities,(and(to(society(in(general.((The(Board(must(take(all(of(these(factors(into(
consideration(if(it(revises(the(net(metering(rule.((Failure(to(do(so(would(be(
unreasonable(and(unjust.(
(
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(

The(Institute(for(Local(SelfGReliance(claims(eleven(states(have(some(version(of(
virtual(net(metering(under(certain(conditions:12(((see(next(page)(

(

(
(

(
We(have(researched(the(relationship(of(virtual(net(metering(to(community(solar(
gardens((CSG)(in(Colorado(and(Minnesota.((In(both(cases(legislation(was(enacted(
presumably(to(overcome(the(various(legal(barriers(the(utilities(in(this(docket(have(
identified(in(their(comments.((We(have(attached(the(text(of(the(Colorado13(and(
Minnesota14(statutes(at(the(end(of(these(comments,(and(we(have(provided(links(to(
more(information(in(footnotes(below.(

(
The(statutes(in(these(two(states(differ(in(some(important(respects(but(both(of(them(
address(and(resolve(key(arguments(raised(by(the(utilities(in(this(docket(regarding(
maximum(size,(location,(ownership,(billing,(recovery(of(utility(system(costs,(retail(
wheeling,(virtual(net(metering,(and(whether(the(entity(that(owns(a(CSG(is(a(public(
utility.(((

(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

12(John(Farrell,(“Virtual(Net(Metering,”(Institute$for$Local$Self?Reliance,(February(2014,(
http://www.ilsr.org/(virtualGnetGmetering/.((

13(Colorado’s(“Community(Solar(Gardens(Act”(was(enacted(in(2010(and(allows(for(CSGs(with(
a(nameplate(capacity(of(up(to(2(megawatts(in(the(service(territory(of(investorGowned(utilities.((For(
more(information,(see(http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=CO26R.((
The(statute(is(available(online(at(http://www.leg.state.co.us/CLICS/CLICS2010A/csl.nsf/fsbillcont3/(
490C49EE6BEA3295872576A80026BC4B?Open&file=1342_enr.pdf.(((

14(In(2013(Minnesota(required(Xcel(Energy(to(file(a(plan(with(the(public(utility(commission(to(
offer(a(Community(Solar(Garden(program(that(conforms(with(legislation(enacted(earlier(that(year.((
For(more(information,(see(http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=(
MN01R&re=1&ee=1.((The(statute(is(available(online(at(https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=(
216B.1641.(((

(
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(

It(is(not(clear(to(us(whether(the(Board(could(revise(Iowa’s(net(metering(rule(to(
incorporate(a(CSG(provision.((If(not,(we(encourage(Iowa(legislators(to(study(carefully(
the(statutes(enacted(in(Colorado(and(Minnesota(and(to(introduce(similar(legislation(
in(Iowa(to(promote(communityGowned(renewable(energy(systems(in(general,(and(
community(solar(gardens(in(particular.((

(
CSGs(are(an(important(way(to(help(Iowans(invest(in(renewable(energy(even(though(
their(own(home,(rental(apartment,(or(business(may(not(be(ideally(situated(for(solar(
energy(recovery.((In(addition,(these(larger(CSG(facilities(enable(Iowa(residents(to(
benefit(from(the(lower(costs(associated(with(economies(of(scale.((Finally,(utilities(
themselves(could(benefit(considerably(by(the(installation(of(wellGplanned(CSG(
systems(located(near(large(load(centers(and/or(substations.((MEC(acknowledges(
some(of(these(benefits(in(its(comments(filed(on(June(24,(2014,(but(emphasizes(it(
only(supports(solar(projects(that(would(be(owned(by(MEC(in(which(customers(could(
choose(to(participate.((pg.(7;(27)(((
(
We(were(pleased(to(hear(Scott(Blankman,(Alliant’s(Director(of(Energy(Markets(&(
Environmental(Services,(tell(attendees(at(a(symposium(on(renewable(energy(at(
University(of(Iowa(last(week(that(one(of(Alliant(Energy’s(“customer(owned(
generation(guiding(principles”(is(to(“provide(renewable(energy(options(to(customers(
through(mechanisms(such(as(green(pricing(programs(and$community$solar$
initiatives.”15(We(have(requested(more(information(from(Alliant(about(the(latter(and(
attached(the(slide(deck(he(used(during(his(panel(presentation.(
(
As(we(note(above,(the(various(issues(raised(by(the(utilities(regarding(virtual(net(
metering(and(retail(wheeling(can(be(resolved(and(have(been(in(Colorado(and(
Minnesota.(CommunityGowned(renewable(energy(systems(in(general,(and(
community(solar(gardens(in(particular,(are(excellent(ways(to(achieve(Iowa’s(
statutory(goal(regarding(alternate(energy(production:((
(

It(is(the(policy(of(this(state(to(encourage(the(development(of(alternate(
energy(production(facilities(and(small(hydro(facilities(in(order(to(
conserve(our(finite(and(expensive(energy(resources(and(to(provide(for(
their(most(efficient(use.((§(476.41)((

(
2. Is!virtual!net!metering!necessary!if!the!utilities!offer!mechanisms!for!their!

customers!to!participate!in!renewable!energy!programs!as!discussed!by!

Interstate!Power!and!Light!Company!(IPL)!and!the!Iowa!Association!of!
Electric!Cooperatives!(IAEC)?!

(
There(is(a(significant(difference(between(owning(a(netGmetered(AEP(system(and(
purchasing(the(environmental(attributes(associated(with(such(a(system.((Perhaps(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
15(Scott(Blankman,(“Alliant(Energy(and(Renewable(Energy,”(panel(remarks(at(Meeting$the$

Renewable$Energy$Challenge$Symposium,$University(of(Iowa,(October(16,(2014.(((Emphasis(added)(
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(

the(most(important(difference(is(that,(over(the(long(run,(it(makes(more(economic(
sense(for(Iowans(to(invest(in(the(former(than(the(latter.(
(
For(example,(according(to(the(U.S.(Energy(Information(Administration((EIA),(the(
average(Iowa(residential(household(consumed(873(kWh(per(month(in(2012,(which(
totals(10,476(kWh(per(year.16((An(Iowa(homeowner(who(is(also(an(Alliant(Energy(
customer(could(reduce(the(environmental(impact(and(greenhouse(gas(emissions(
associated(with(the(generation(of(this(much(electricity(by(enrolling(in(the(company’s(
Second(Nature(program(at(one(of(three(levels—25%,(50%,(or(100%(of(monthly(
electrical(use.((Since(the(average(Iowa(homeowner’s(consumption(is(over(800(kWh(
per(month(but(less(than(1,000(kWh(per(month,(the(homeowner(would(have(to(pay(
Alliant(either($16.00(or($20.00(per(month(($192G$240(annually)(to(offset(100(
percent(of(his(or(her(greenhouse(gas(emissions.17(Over(the(course(of(20(years,(not(
assuming(any(inflation(in(enrollment(rates,(this(Iowa(homeowner(would(spend(
$3,840(G($4,800(to(participate(in(Alliant(Energy’s(Second(Nature(program.(
(
If(the(same(homeowner(installed(an(8(kW(solar(photovoltaic(system(to(generate(
approximately(the(same(amount(of(electricity(the(least(expensive(groundGmounted(
system(would(currently(cost(around(($3.50(per(watt(installed,(which(is($28,000.18((
Assuming(the(homeowner(could(defray(30(percent(of(these(costs(via(the(federal(tax(
credit(and(15(percent(through(Iowa’s(related(solar(energy(tax(credit,(the(net(amount(
invested(would(be($15,400.((At(Alliant(Energy’s(estimated(residential(cost(of(
$0.14/kWh,(the(homeowner’s(8(kW(system’s(projected(production(of(10,520(kWh(
would(yield($1,473(in(avoided(electricity(purchases(each(year.((Not(assuming(any(
inflation(in(the(cost(of(electricity,(this(means(the(homeowner’s(system(would(be(paid(
off(in(10.5(years.((Assuming(the(homeowner(does(not(incur(any(additional(expenses(
over(the(remaining(20Gyear(life(of(the(system,(the(homeowner(can(expect(to(avoid(
$13,992(in(electricity(purchases(after(the(system(is(paid(off.((Alternatively,(the(
homeowner(would(have(to(spend($3,840(G($4,800(to(receive(the(same(
environmental(benefits(via(Alliant(Energy’s(Second(Nature(program.(
(
Hopefully(this(illustration(makes(it(clear(that(it(makes(more(financial(sense(for(
Iowan(homeowners(to(invest(in(and(own(renewable(energy(systems(located(either(
at(their(place(of(residence(or(in(a(community(solar(garden(than(to(enroll(in(a(utility’s(
renewable(energy(program.((The(rationale(is(even(more(compelling(for(Iowa(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
16(U.S.(Energy(Information(Administration,(“FAQ:(How(much(electricity(does(an(American(

home(use?((Average(monthly(residential(consumption,(prices,(and(bills(by(state,”(
http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=97&t=3.((

17(Alliant(Energy,(“Support(Renewable(Energy(in(Iowa,”(
http://www.alliantenergy.com/wcm/groups/wcm_internet/@int/documents/document/mdaw/md
e2/~edisp/016264.pdf.((It(is(not(clear(why(Alliant(charges(four(times(less(($0.005/kWh)(if(a(
homeowner(only(wants(to(reduce(their(greenhouse(gas(emissions(25(percent,(or(two(times(less(
($0.01)(to(reduce(emissions(50(percent.((

18(We(assume(each(kW(of(capacity(will(generate(1,315(kWh(of(electricity(per(year.((We(base(
our(estimated(installed(cost(per(watt(on(recent(quotes(from(PV(installers(in(the(Decorah(area.(
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businesses(that(can(tap(the(federal(and(state(tax(credits(plus(the(depreciation(
deduction(for(eligible(equipment(costs.(
(
Alliant’s(Second(Nature(program,(and(other(utility(programs(like(it,(might(make(the(
most(financial(sense(for(nonGprofit(institutions(like(Luther(College(that(can’t(directly(
take(advantage(of(federal(and(state(tax(credits.((At(a(rate(of($0.02/kWh(for(business(
customers,(however,(it(would(cost(Luther(College($280,000(per(year(to(fully(offset(
the(environmental(impact(and(greenhouse(gas(emissions(associated(with(our(
current(purchases(of(approximately(14(million(kWh(per(year(via(Alliant(Energy’s(
Second(Nature(program.19((That(is(a(lot(to(spend(each(year(on(carbon(offsets,(which(
our(former(president(called(“indulgences.”((Luther(College’s(goal(is(to(reach(carbon(
neutrality(by(2030(primarily(through(investments(in(energy(efficiency(and(
renewable(energy(systems.((This(is(one(of(the(reasons(why(a(higher(net(metering(cap(
for(nonGprofit(ratepayers(would(be(helpful.((Luther(is(limiting(offset(purchases(to(no(
more(than(25(percent(of(our(total(reductions.(
(
3. MidAmerican!Energy!Company!(MidAmerican)!suggests!that!if!combined!

heat!and!power!(CHP)!or!waste!heat!to!power!(WHP)!facilities!were!
considered!eligible!for!net!metering,!the!Board!should!retain!the!500!kW!

size!cap!and!the!requirements!that!they!be!at!one!site!and!used!primarily!
to!serve!the!facility!owner,!as!it!is!in!its!Rate!NM.!Do!you!have!any!

additional!comments!on!this!proposal?!

(
Luther(College(has(discussed(the(merits(of(a(CHP(system(that(would(serve(the(
college(in(our(two(prior(comments(in(this(docket,(but(not(primarily(in(relation(to(net(
metering.((This(is(because(the(CHP(system(we(have(explored(would(be(fueled(by(
natural(gas,(which(is(not(currently(a(qualified(energy(source(under(Iowa’s(net(
metering(rule.20(((
(
With(regard(to(caps(on(netGmetered(systems,(please(see(our(comments(at(the(outset(
in(this(filing.((We(recommend(the(Board(consider(adopting(different(size(caps(for(
different(ratepayer(classes(in(order(to(enable(and(encourage(netGmetered(DG(from(
AEP(facilities(in(Iowa.(((
(
4. As with virtual net metering, there are legal issues discussed by both IPL and 

MidAmerican such as whether the delivery of excess power from a CHP facility 
would be considered a wholesale transaction subject to Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) jurisdiction and they claim that CHP and 
WHP facilities are not included in Iowa’s alternate energy production (AEP) 
definition. Provide any comments you have on this topic. 

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
19(Incidentally,(Luther(College(Wind(Energy(Project,(LLC((LCWEP)(was(offered(five(times(less(

this($0.02/kWh(rate(for(the(environmental(attributes(from(our(wind(turbine(when(we(negotiated(our(
power(purchase(agreement(with(Alliant(Energy(a(few(years(ago.((LCWEP(retained(the(environmental(
attributes(and(transfers(them(to(Luther(College(to(help(reduce(the(college’s(carbon(footprint.(

20(Database(of(State(Incentives(for(Renewables(and(Efficiency,(“Iowa:(Net(Metering,”(
http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?(Incentive_Code=IA02R&re=0&ee=0.(((
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(
In(our(view(the(delivery(of(excess(power(from(a(qualified(CHP(facility(does(not(result(
in(a(wholesale(transaction(if(the(excess(power(simply(rolls(the(owner’s(meter(
backwards(and(results(in(a(bill(credit,(which(is(how(surplus(power(is(treated(under(
Iowa’s(net(metering(rule.((The(Board(itself(has(said(“net(metering(does(not(involve(
separate(purchase(and(sale(transactions(but(is(essentially(a(metering(
arrangement.”21(
(
MidAmerican(claims(in(their(comments(filed(on(June(24,(2014(that(“CHP(and(WHP(
facilities(…(are(“not(included(in(the(statutory(definition(of(alternate(energy(
production(facilities((AEP)...(in(Iowa(Code(§(476.42”((pg.(7)(This(assertion(is(not(
accurate.((Iowa(Code(§(476.42.1(states:(“A(facility(which(is(a(qualifying(facility(under(
18(C.F.R.(part(292,(subpart(B(is(not(precluded(from(being(an(alternate(energy(
production(facility(under(this(division.”22((18(C.F.R.(part(292,(subpart(B,(§292.05(
does(include(“criteria(for(qualifying(cogeneration(facilities.”23(
(
5. MidAmerican and IPL believe that it is more appropriate for larger CHP and 

WHP facilities to be served under the standby tariff. Do you agree? Explain why 
or why not. 

(
MidAmerican(and(IPL(prefer(that(combined(heat(and(power((CHP)(and(waste(heat(to(
power((WHP)(facilities(be(served(by(their(standby(tariffs(because(at(these(rates(such(
facilities(are(far(less(attractive(financially(than(if(these(facilities(could(utilize(net(
metering(at(retail(rates.((As(a(result,(the(investorGowned(utilities(and(their(
shareholders(receive(the(benefits(of(higher(electricity(sales(than(would(otherwise(be(
the(case(with(netGmetered(CHP(and(WHP(facilities.(
(
Luther’s(prior(remarks(in(this(docket(about(CHP(have(focused(primarily(on(the(
significant(disparity(between(the(standby(tariffs(of(Alliant(Energy(and(MidAmerican.((
According(to(a(study(conducted(by(the(Midwest(Clean(Energy(Action(Center(at(the(
University(of(IllinoisGChicago,(Luther’s(CHP(project(would(have(a(55Gyear(payback(
under(Alliant’s(standby(tariff,(but(under(MidAmerican’s(recently(revised(tariff(the(
project(would(have(a(15Gyear(payback.((It(is(hard(for(us(to(understand(why(this(
extreme(discrepancy(exists.((We(believe(Alliant’s(standby(tariff(charges(are(
unreasonable(compared(to(MidAmerican’s(and(we(urge(the(Board(to(require(Alliant(
to(bring(them(in(line(with(MidAmerican’s(rates.((In(fact,(the(interGagency(report(on(
the(potential(for(CHP(in(Iowa(identified(standby(rates(as(one(of(the(six(most(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
21(Iowa(Utilities(Board,(Docket(No.(PURPA(Standard(11,(Order(Regarding(PURPA(Standard(

11,((August(8,(2006),(pg.(3,(http://www.state.ia.us/iub/docs/orders/2006/0808_PURPAStd11.pdf.((
22(Iowa(Code(§(476.42.1,((http://coolice.legis.iowa.gov/CoolGICE/default.asp?category=(

billinfo&service=(IowaCode&input=476.42.((
23(U.S.(Government(Printing(Office,(Electronic(Code(of(Federal(Regulations,(18(C.F.R.(part(292,(

subpart(B,(http://www.ecfr.gov/cgiGbin/textGidx?SID=d5aef93ad3dccc7c1c9368401891ad65(
&node=sp18.1.292.b&rgn=div6.((
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significant(barriers(to(existing(CHP(facilities(and(to(those(interested(in(CHP(
facilities.24(
(
Iowa(Code(§(476.6.16(requires(all(rateGregulated(gas(and(electric(utilities(to(file(
energy(efficiency(plans(with(the(Board.((The(State(of(Iowa(has(justifiably(received(
national(accolades(for(its(accomplishments(with(regard(to(energy(efficiency,(though(
the(state(has(fallen(to(14th(in(the(nation(in(the(State(Energy(Efficiency(Scorecard(
recently(released(by(the(American(Council(for(an(EnergyGEfficient(Economy(
(ACEEE).((This(is(due,(in(part,(to(the(low(scores(Iowa(received(for(its(policies(
regarding(CHP.25((
(
Combined(heat(and(power(systems(are(the(epitome(of(energy(efficiency.((While(the(
conventional(methods(of(producing(usable(heat(and(power(separately(have(a(typical(
combined(efficiency(of(45(percent,(CHP(systems(can(operate(at(levels(as(high(as(80(
percent.26(((
(
As(we(note(above,(a(team(of(experts(recently(studied(the(potential(for(CHP(in(Iowa.((
The(IUB(served(as(the(lead(agency.((The(team(commissioned(a(study(by(ICF(
International(that(found(Iowa(has(1,587(MW(of(technical(potential(for(CHP(in(Iowa.27(( 
(
There(are(several(benefits(associated(with(CHP(systems.((One,(is(that(the(reduced(
energy(consumption(results(in(lower(overall(energy(costs(for(the(system(owner.(((
Another(benefit(is(that(CHP(systems(enable(owners(to(generate(their(own(power(at(a(
more(fixed(cost(than(what(they(can(likely(purchase(from(their(electric(utility.((A(third(
benefit(is(the(fact(that(CHP(systems(enable(the(user(to(generate(power(when(the(
electrical(grid(goes(down.((Finally,(another(advantage(is(that(natural(gasGfired(CHP(
systems(work(well(with(intermittent(power(generators(like(wind(turbines(and(solar(
photovoltaic((PV)(arrays.((While(it(takes(a(long(time(to(adjust(power(production(at(a(
coalGfired(plant(or(a(nuclear(reactor,(natural(gasGfired(CHP(systems(can(be(ramped(
up(or(down(rapidly(to(generate(the(desired(amount(of(power.((If(Luther(owned(such(
a(CHP(system(we(could(“step(on(the(gas”(or(“hit(the(brakes”(as(necessary(based(on(
the(production(from(our(wind(turbine(s)(and(large(solar(array(s).((
(
The(main(benefit(that(is(driving(Luther’s(interest(in(a(CHP(system,(however,(is(
environmental—reduced(greenhouse(gas(emissions.((Nationally,(the(EPA(claims(CHP(
systems(reduce(greenhouse(gas(emissions(and(other(air(pollutants(by(as(much(as(40(
percent(compared(to(conventional(fossil(fuel(power(plants.((In(addition,(CHP(
systems(consume(virtually(no(water(resources,(whereas(a(typical(coalGfired(or(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
24(Iowa(Economic(Development(Authority,(“Action(Plan(on(Enhancing(Industry(through(

CHP,”(June(25,(2013,(pg.(25,(http://www.iowaeconomicdevelopment.com/Energy/CHP.((
25(American(Council(for(an(EnergyGEfficient(Economy,(“2014(State(Energy(Efficiency(

Scorecard,”(http://aceee.org/researchGreport/u1408.((
26(American(Council(for(An(EnergyGEfficient(Economy,(“Combined(Heat(and(Power((CHP),”(

http://www.aceee.org/topics/chp.((
27(Iowa(Economic(Development(Authority,(“Action(Plan(on(Enhancing(Industry(through(

CHP,”(June(25,(2013,(pg.(31.((
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nuclear(power(plant(consumes(0.2(to(0.6(gallons(of(water(per(kilowattGhour(of(
electricity(generated.28(
(
We(urge(the(Board(to(endorse(both(CHP(and(WHP(DG(systems(as(ways(to(“conserve(
our(finite(and(expensive(energy(resources(and(to(provide(for(their(most(efficient(
use.”((Iowa(Code(§(476.41)((While(both(CHP(and(WHP(DG(systems(will(result(in(lost(
sales(for(the(electric(utilities,(the(Board(has(the(authority(to(set(just(and(reasonable(
rates(that(will(help(the(electric(utilities(continue(to(provide(“reasonably(priced,(
reliable,(environmentally(responsible,(and(safe(utility(services(…(to(all(Iowans.”29(
(
One(of(the(reasons(the(State(of(Massachusetts(leads(the(nation(on(ACEEE’s(2014(
State(Energy(Efficiency(Scorecard(is(because(they(have(decoupled(rates(from(sales.((
Decoupled(utilities(receive(a(set(rate(for(their(services(rather(than(a(cut(from(all(
electricity(sales,(which(incentivizes(them(to(help(their(customers(invest(in(energy(
efficiency(and(renewable(energy.((The(Board(needs(to(find(a(way(to(encourage(
utilities(to(help(their(customers(invest(in(energy(efficiency(and(AEP(systems.((Under(
the(current(arrangement(the(utilities(have(no(incentive(to(help(their(customers(
achieve(aggressive(goals(because(doing(so(will(result(in(reduced(electricity(sales.(((
(
7. MidAmerican states that a cash-out option may require Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC) approval because it may be considered a 
wholesale transaction instead of a net metering arrangement. Do you agree? 
Explain. 

(
MidAmerican’s(comments(on(this(topic(filed(on(June(24,(2014(provided(valuable(
information.((We(were(not(aware(of(FERC’s(ruling(that(any(net(sale(of(power(must(be(
at(the(utility’s(avoided(cost(rate,(though(MEC(clarifies(FERC’s(decision(was(not(made(
within(the(context(of(net(metering.((pg.(3)((We(also(found(helpful(the(comments(by(
The(Alliance(for(Solar(Choice(encouraging(the(indefinite(rollover(of(surplus(credits(
as(a(way(to(avoid(this(issue.((We(oppose(IPL’s(proposal(that(accounts(should(be(
cashedGout(at(avoided(cost(rates(each(month(because(we(believe(it(violates(the(spirit(
and(the(letter(of(Iowa’s(net(metering(rule.((Such(an(arrangement(would(have(
devastating(financial(effects(for(Iowans(who(have(made(substantial(investments(in(
netGmetered(AEP(systems.(
(
One(of(the(things(driving(the(cashGout(question(is(what(should(happen(when(
property(owners(want(to(sell(a(home(or(business(with(a(netGmetered(AEP(system.((
As(we(understand(it,(if(there(is(a(surplus(balance(on(the(billGpayer’s(account,(this(
surplus(is(associated(with(the(billGpayer(and(not(the(property.((Since(there(is(
currently(no(cashGout(provision,(the(positive(balance(is(forfeited(when(the(sale(takes(
place.((That(seems(unfair.((A(property(owner(should(not(be(penalized(if(the(property(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
28(Environmental(Protection(Agency,(“Combined(Heat(and(Power:(Frequently(Asked(

Questions,”(http://www.epa.gov/chp/documents/faq.pdf.((
29(Iowa(Utilities(Board,(“Mission(and(Vision(Statements:(Mission,”(

http://www.state.ia.us/government/com/util/about_iub/mission_vision.html.((
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is(sold(at(the(end(of(the(summer(when(there(probably(is(a(positive(balance(rather(
than(in(the(dead(of(winter(when(there(may(be(no(surplus.((If(the(surplus(production(
was(transferred(to(the(bill(of(the(new(property(owner,(then(the(value(of(that(
production(could(be(factored(into(the(property(sale(price.(
(
8. Provide comments on MidAmerican's assertion that a cash-out option 

encourages overbuild of a DG system. 
(
If(the(cashGout(would(be(at(the(retail(rate,(then(a(cashGout(could(encourage(
investment(in(DG(systems(that(might(be(designed(to(produce(more(power(than(
would(otherwise(be(required(to(meet(annual(onsite(consumption.((This(risk(can(be(
mitigated,(however,(by(limiting(the(surplus(amount(that(can(be(cashed(out.((
(
9. Some commenters recommend setting a cap on the amount of cash-out the 

customer could receive.   
a. Do you agree that a cap is needed? 
b. If yes, at what level and why that level? 

(
Luther(College(made(the(following(proposal(in(comments(filed(on(June(24,(2014:(
(

We(believe(that(aggregated(metering(and(limited(cash(payment(for(
surplus(account(balances(at(the(end(of(a(twelve(month(period(would(
encourage(additional(DG(in(Iowa,(though(it(might(make(sense(to(limit(
the(latter(perhaps(to(120(percent(of(total(annual(consumption.(
(

These(comments(assumed(the(cashGout(would(be(made(at(retail(rates(and(not(at(
avoided(cost(rates(to(promote(investments(in(DG(in(Iowa.((If(MEC(is(correct(that(
FERC(would(regard(such(cashGouts(from(netGmetered(systems(as(wholesale(
transactions(requiring(avoided(cost(rate(compensation,(then(we(would(withdraw(
our(recommendation.(
(
Every(year(is(different(with(regard(to(the(recovery(of(renewable(energy.((Some(years(
you(get(more(wind(or(sun(than(expected;(in(other(years(the(opposite(occurs.((As(a(
result,(production(can(wax(or(wane(by(10G20(percent.((System(owners(can’t(control(
this(and(should(not(be(penalized(when(their(system(produces(more(than(expected.((
Assuming(a(cashGout(would(be(paid(at(the(netGmetered(retail(rates,(a(cap(might(
reasonably(be(set(at(20(percent(above(average(annual(consumption(over(the(past(
three(years.((
(
10. If the customer is allowed to cash-out a net balance, should it be:  

a. On a monthly basis or an annual basis? Explain why. 
b. Required or optional? Explain why. 

(
Customers(should(be(given(the(option(to(cashGout(on(an(annual(basis(and(also(when(
a(property(with(a(netGmetered(AEP(system(is(sold.((To(our(knowledge(there(is(no(
legal(basis(to(compel(cashGouts(on(either(a(monthly(or(an(annual(basis.((See(our(
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comments(above(about(transferring(positive(account(balances(at(the(time(of(the(sale(
of(property(to(the(next(property(owner.(
(
11. Comment on the potential impact of IPL’s suggested rule change that would 

consider net-metered kWh as a cost of purchased power recoverable through the 
energy adjustment clause. 

(
In(our(view((and(the(Board’s(as(we(understand(it),(the(rollover(of(bill(credits(for(netG
metered(customers(does(not(constitute(a(sale(of(electricity,(thus(there(is(no(cost(for(
purchased(power(recoverable(through(the(energy(adjustment(clause.((In(addition,(
IPL’s(suggested(rule(change(does(not(acknowledge(the(economic(and(environmental(
benefits(that(netGmetered(AEP(systems(offer(the(grid,(other(utility(customers,(and(
society(in(general.(((((
(
12. Although there was no consensus, the commenters discussed whether a cash-out 

rate should be based on the utility’s avoided cost rate or the utility’s retail rate. 
Explain which one you believe is the appropriate rate and why. 

(
As(we(note(above,(MEC’s(comments(about(this(matter(were(illuminating.((If(cashG
outs(were(pegged(to(currently(very(low(and(opaque(avoided(cost(rates,(this(would(
have(a(drastic(impact(on(owners(of(netGmetered(renewable(energy(systems—
especially(if(these(cashGouts(were(mandated(and(not(optional.((As(we(note(above,(we(
believe(cashGouts(should(be(an(option(that(can(be(exercised(by(the(owner(and(that(
they(should(be(tied(to(retail(rates(and(capped(at(no(more(than(20%(of(average(
annual(consumption(over(the(past(three(years.(
(
13. IPL and MidAmerican discuss connecting the meters on a DG customer’s 

premises in order to aggregate meters, while the Iowa Nebraska Equipment 
Dealers Association (INEDA) believes no physical connection is necessary. 
Comment on this. 

!

Luther(College(supports(INEDA’s(recommendations(regarding(aggregated(metering.(((
(
14. MidAmerican suggests that meter aggregation needs to occur behind the meter 

and the utility’s distribution system cannot be used to aggregate the meters; 
otherwise, FERC would consider it retail wheeling. Do you agree? Explain why 
or why not. 

(
We(address(“retail(wheeling”(in(our(response(to(Question(#1.((Those(who(want(to(
aggregate(their(meters(want(to(apply(the(production(from(a(netGmetered(AEP(
system(to(their(total(consumption(and(not(only(to(the(meter(connected(to(their(AEP(
system.((The(owners(of(these(systems(are(not(asking(the(utilities(to(literally(move(
(wheel)(the(green(electrons(from(their(systems(to(their(other(metered(properties;(
they(are(asking(for(surplus(bill(credits(to(be(applied(to(their(bills(for(their(other(
meters.((That(seems(quite(reasonable(and(other(states(are(doing(this.(((
(
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15. For more accurate reporting to the Board, the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration, and FERC, IPL suggested changing 199 IAC 20.9(2) to reflect 
that all energy produced in excess of that used by the net metering customer 
would be considered an energy purchase. Do you agree with this suggested 
change? Explain your response. 

(
In(our(view((and(the(Board’s(as(we(understand(it),(the(rollover(of(bill(credits(for(netG
metered(customers(does(not(constitute(a(sale(of(electricity,(thus(there(is(no(energy(
purchase(that(needs(to(be(reported(to(the(Board,(FERC,(or(the(Energy(Information(
Administration.(((
(
16. IPL, MidAmerican, and the Consumer Advocate Division of the Department of 

Justice (Consumer Advocate) suggested a rate design change for DG customers 
such as a time-of-use (TOU) or demand rate. According to MidAmerican, this 
would remove any possible cross-subsidization between DG customers and non-
DG customers. Is this a reasonable solution to this issue? Explain. 

(
Limiting(the(rate(redesign(to(either(of(these(two(factors(would(be(incomplete(and(
unfair.((We(address(the(crossGsubsidization(issue(at(the(outset(of(our(comments(in(
this(filing.((CrossGsubsidization(cuts$both$ways.((While(net(metering(customers(are(
not(paying(for(certain(system(costs,(they(are(also(providing(substantial(economic(
cost(savings(to(nonGnet(metering(customers,(to(the(utilities,(and(to(society(in(general.((
These(cost(savings(take(the(form(of(avoided(environmental(costs(as(well(as(avoided(
costs(for(distribution(and(transmission(capacity,(reserve(and(generation(capacity,(
operations(and(maintenance,(and(fuel(costs.((The(Board(must(take(all(of(these(factors(
into(consideration(if(it(revises(the(net(metering(rule.(It(would(be(unfair(not(to(do(so.((
If(the(Board(wants(to(redesign(Iowa’s(net(metering(rate,(the(Board(would(benefit(
from(studying(Minnesota’s(“value(of(solar”(approach.(
(
Another(factor(the(Board(should(consider(is(whether(increasing(the(fixed(charge(on(
ratepayer(bills(to(recover(demandGrelated(expenses(will(encourage(owners(of(AEP(
DG(systems(to(invest(in(energy(storage(systems(that(will(enable(them(to(disconnect(
from(the(grid.((The(cost(of(such(systems(is(decreasing(rapidly.((ResidentialGscale,(
natural(gasGfired(combined(heat(and(power(systems(are(also(becoming(more(widely(
available(and(affordable.((It(is(possible(that(changing(the(NM(rate(design(could(
encourage(grid(defection(over(time,(and(we(don’t(think(that(would(be(wise(or(
beneficial.((
(
It(is(our(understanding(that(timeGofGuse((TOU)(pricing(is(available(to(all(IOU(
ratepayers(in(all(customer(classes(since(it(was(mandated(in(the(Energy(Policy(Act(of(
2005.((This(option(is(already(available(and(should(require(no(action(by(the(Board.(
(
17. Comment on IPL’s suggestion that DG customers should have their own specific 

customer class for rate design purposes since their load profiles and service 
needs differ from non-DG customers. 

(
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(

We(hesitate(to(offer(any(definitive(counsel(here,(but(we(do(wish(to(note(that(not(all(
DG(customers(are(alike.((For(example,(there(is(a(considerable(difference(between(the(
two(percent(that(are(netGmetered(AEP(DG(customers(and(those(that(are(not.((There(
are(also(significant(differences(between(forGprofit(and(notGforGprofit(entities.((If(
unique(rate(classes(are(assigned(to(DG(customers,(then(relevant(differences(between(
them(need(to(be(acknowledged(and(respected.((Our(suggestion(that(the(Board(
approve(different(net(metering(caps(for(different(types(of(customers(acknowledges(
that(relevant(differences(exist(between(rate(classes.(
(
18. Some parties suggest that a study be done showing the benefits of DG compared 

to the costs of DG to determine if there is cross-subsidization. 
a. Is this an appropriate approach to resolve this issue?   

(
As(we(note(above,(Minnesota(has(explored(the(crossGsubsidization(issue(in(
substantial(detail(with(regard(to(solar(photovoltaic((PV)(systems.((Their(findings(
reveal(that,(on(average,(the(economic(benefits(associated(with(solar(PV(systems(are(
very(similar(to(the(costs(to(deliver(grid(power(to(other(customers.((Due(to(the(
increased(productivity(of(wind(turbines(compared(to(PV(systems,(the(same(would(
likely(be(true(for(them.((When(these(factors(are(considered(it(becomes(clear(that(
owners$of$net?metered$AEP$systems$are$subsidizing$other$grid$customers.(((
(
We(are(pleased(that(the(Board(asked(the(utilities(to(provide(information(about(the(
DG(systems(installed(in(their(service(territories.((The(information(summarized(in(the(
Board(Staff’s(Gold(Memo(dated(August(14,(2014(is(very(illuminating:30(
(

• Less(than(2(percent(of(Iowa(DG(installed(through(2013(is(net(
metered((20/1,019(MW),(and(80(percent(of(these(netGmetered(facilities(are(
installed(in(the(service(territories(of(the(investorGowned(utilities.(((pp.(58G59)(

(
• Iowa's(20(MW(of(netGmetered(DG(through(2013(represents(0.115(percent(of(

the(state’s(17,271(MW(installed(nameplate(generation(capacity(in(2012.((pg.(
60)(

(
The(issue(regarding(crossGsubsidization(has(been(raised(by(the(utilities(in(this(
docket(primarily(with(regard(to(customers(with(netGmetered(systems.((Since(such(
systems(represent(0.115(percent(of(Iowa’s(2012(generation(capacity(a(significant(
amount(of(market(penetration(does(not(exist.(((
(
This(becomes(even(clearer(when(we(compare(the(estimated(production(of(IPL’s(netG
metered(solar(PV(systems(with(IPL(sales(of(electricity(in(2013.31(((
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

30(Gold(Memo,(“Recommendation(to(Solicit(Additional(Responses(Regarding(Net(Metering(
and(Interconnection(of(Distributed(Generation(and(Schedule(a(Workshop(for(Distributed(Generation(
Checklist,”(August(14,(2014,(https://efs.iowa.gov/cs/groups/external/documents/docket/mdaw/(
mju2/(~edisp/256704.pdf.((

31(Iowa(Utilities(Board,(“Utility(Annual(Report(Information,(Electric(2013,”(http://(
www.state.ia.us/government/com/util/industry_topics/annual_reports/annual_report_info.html.((
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(

(
According(to(revised(information(submitted(by(IPL(on(July(3,(2014,(the(total(
installed(capacity(of(solar(PV(systems(interconnected(in(IPL’s(service(territory(
through(2013(totaled(4,823.16(kW(or(4.823(MW,((which(was(about(25(percent(of(all(
netGmetered(capacity(in(the(state(at(the(end(of(2013).32((
(
Unfortunately(the(Board(did(not(ask(the(utilities(to(report(how(many(kilowatt((kWh)(
hours(of(electricity(DG(systems(generated(in(2013.(((
(
Luther’s(large(280(kW(array(generated(1,315(kWh(per(kW(in(2013.((If(we(assume(all(
IPLGinterconnected(solar(PV(systems(had(this(rate(of(production,(then(these(systems(
would(have(generated(6,342,455(kWh((4,823.16(kW(x(1,315(kWh)(or(6,342.45(MWh(
in(2013.(
(
According(to(the(IUB’s(summary(of(utility(annual(reports,(IPL(sold(16,263,971(MWh(
to(all(IPL(customers(in(2013.33((The(estimated(netGmetered(production(from(solar(PV(
systems(represents(0.039(percent(of(total(IPL(sales(in(2013.(((6,342.45(/(
16,263,971)(
(
Regardless(whether(netGmetered(DG(in(Iowa(is(measured(in(capacity(or(sales,(the(
current(level(of(market(penetration(is(not(significant.((((
(

a. Is this the appropriate time to expend the resources to conduct such a 
study or should the study be done when DG penetration reaches a 
level where it becomes a bigger issue for utilities? 

!

The(very(low(level(of(netGmetered(DG(market(penetration(does(not(justify(the(
expenditure(of(resources(for(a(study(focused(on(crossGsubsidization.(((
(
All(forms(of(DG((1,019(MW)(represent(only(5.9(percent(of(2012(installed(generation(
capacity((17,271(MW),(but(it(is(not(clear(whether(all(of(this(capacity(is(operational(
or(how(much(electricity(purchases(are(avoided.((The(Board(should(ask(the(utilities(
for(annual(production(and(operation(information(for(all(DG(systems.((For(example,(
according(to(the(Gold(Memo,(Coal/CHP(systems(represent(36.6(percent(of(all(DG(
capacity(in(Iowa.((pg.(58)((Are(these(facilities(currently(operational?((If(not,(do(the(
owners(intend(to(operate(them(in(the(future?(If(not,(why(not?(
(((

b. If your response to part (b) is that a study should be delayed until DG 
penetration increases, what level of penetration do you believe would 
justify the study? 

c. Who should perform the study? 
d. Who should pay for the study? 

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
32(Interstate(Power(and(Light(Company,(“Attachment(C(Corrected,”(NOIG2014G0001,(July(3,(

2014.(((
33(Iowa(Utilities(Board,(“Utility(Annual(Report(Information,(Electric(2013.”(
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(

(
Again,(the(focus(of(the(crossGsubsidization(issue(in(this(docket(has(been(around(netG
metered(systems.((The(current(market(penetration(of(0.115(percent(of(total(
nameplate(capacity(would(have(to(grow(at(least(tenGfold(to(over(1.0(percent(before(
market(penetration(might(be(deemed(substantial(enough(to(justify(a(study.((If(and(
when(such(a(study(is(conducted,(it(should(be(done(by(the(Iowa(Utilities(Board(and(
paid(for(by(the(Board.(
(
19. INEDA points to Minnesota, Illinois, Arizona, and Colorado meter aggregation 

rules for Board consideration. Could any of these approaches be appropriate for 
Iowa? 

(
We(have(not(had(time(to(study(the(meter(aggregation(rules(in(these(states.((We(
encourage(the(Board(to(study(carefully,(however,(the(rationale(offered(by(INEDA(in(
their(original(filings(and(in(any(subsequent(filings(in(this(docket(about(this(matter.(
(
22. Is there a need to adopt FERC SGIP standards as recommended by the 

Environmental Law and Policy Center (ELPC) and others? Specify sections of 
the standards that should be adopted and explain the value these sections would 
bring to the Board’s existing rules. 

(
We(have(not(had(time(to(study(the(FERC(SGIP(standards.((We(encourage(the(Board(
to(study(carefully,(however,(the(rationale(offered(by(ELPC(and(other(in(their(original(
filings(and(in(any(subsequent(filings(in(this(docket(about(this(matter.(
(
23. Some parties suggest that adoption of these standards would be 

counterproductive. Explain why adoption of these sections is not 
counterproductive. 

(
We(have(not(had(time(to(study(the(FERC(SGIP(standards.((We(encourage(the(Board(
to(study(carefully,(however,(the(rationale(offered(by(ELPC(and(others(in(their(
original(filings(and(in(any(subsequent(filings(in(this(docket(about(this(matter.(
(
24. Is there a need to adopt the Interstate Renewable Energy Council’s Model 

Interconnection Procedures, as recommended by ELPC and others? Explain the 
additional value these standards would bring to the Board’s existing rules. 

(
We(have(not(had(time(to(study(the(Interstate(Renewable(Energy(Council’s(Model(
Interconnection(Procedures.((We(encourage(the(Board(to(study(carefully,(however,(
the(rationale(offered(by(ELPC(and(others(in(their(original(filings(and(in(any(
subsequent(filings(in(this(docket(about(this(matter.(
(
25. Comment on the need to develop a supplemental periodic installation review 

process after the installation of DG. 
a. What elements (frequency of installation inspection, duration etc.) 

should be included in the review process? 
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(

b. Who should develop, implement, and conduct the review process? 
c. Do you have any suggestions on which Board rules need revision to 

incorporate your recommendations?  
(
We(are(not(able(to(respond(to(this(question(at(this(time.(
(
26. Who has the authority to inspect a DG installation for improper installation, 

maintenance, or operation? Provide legal standards that apply. 
(
We(are(not(able(to(respond(to(this(question(at(this(time.(
!
27. Who has the authority to penalize a DG installation for improper installation, 

maintenance, or operation? Provide legal standards that apply. 
(
We(are(not(able(to(respond(to(this(question(at(this(time.(
(
28. Comment on IPL’s proposal to give preference to existing customers. Explain 

your response. What problems would this create or solve? 
(
We(find(this(question(incomplete(and(thus(hard(to(answer.(((
(
30. What, if any, specific Board rule changes are necessary to allow for the study of 

DG installations in new developments or neighborhood service areas? 
(
We(are(not(able(to(respond(to(this(question(at(this(time.(
(
31. Is there a need to revisit the 15 percent screen standard discussed in rules 199 

IAC 45.8(1)"a" and 45.9(1)"a"? Explain your response. 
(
We(are(not(qualified(to(address(this(question(at(any(technical(level,(but(we(do(want(
to(respond(to(the(question(since(this(15(percent(screen(has(been(raised(as(an(issue(
for(others(interested(in(investing(in(netGmetered(AEP(facilities(that(are(on(the(same(
circuit(that(feeds(Luther(College.(((
(
It(is(our(understanding(that(some(persons(were(informed(that(it(may(not(be(possible(
to(interconnect(their(proposed(AEP(systems(since(the(capacity(of(Luther’s(AEP(
facilities(already(exceeded(the(15(percent(screen(standard(for(the(feeder(line(that(
serves(Luther(and(also(serves(their(property.((When(we(reported(this(information(to(
Alliant(they(informed(us(it(was(erroneous.((We(were(relieved(to(hear(that(because(
we(would(never(want(our(investments(in(renewable(energy(to(preclude(the(
possibility(for(others(to(make(similar(investments.(
(
32. What are the potential impacts of revising the 15 percent limit of the maximum 

load normally supplied by the distribution circuit to a higher limit?  
(
We(are(not(qualified(to(answer(this(question(at(any(technical(level.((
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(

(
33. What, if any, higher limit should be adopted? Explain the reasoning and data 

that support why such a higher limit is reasonable. 
(
We(are(not(qualified(to(address(this(question(at(any(technical(level(
(
34. Comment on IPL’s proposal to increase the Level 1 and Level 2 application fees 

to $250, including any justification for keeping fees the same or raising them to 
IPL's recommended level. 

(
The(burden(of(proof(falls(on(IPL(to(explain(why(Level(1(and(Level(2(application(fees(
should(be(raised(to($250.((In(our(view(interconnection(application(fees(at(all(levels(
should(be(kept(as(low(as(possible(in(order(to(encourage(investment(in(AEP(facilities.(((
(
41. On July 11, 2014, the Iowa Supreme Court issued its opinion in No. 13-0642, SZ 

Enterprises, LLC d/b/a Eagle Point Solar v. Iowa Utilities Board, a Division of 
the Department of Commerce, State of Iowa, et al. What are the legal impacts, if 
any, of this decision on DG policies or practices in general and particular policies 
or practices such as net metering (both traditional and virtual)? Does the 
decision impact any of your prior comments or responses in this docket? If so, 
explain. 

(
As(we(note(above(in(our(response(to(Question(#2,(there(are(significant(incentives(
available(to(homeowners(and(forGprofit(businesses(to(help(them(invest(in(renewable(
energy.((Very(few(incentives(are(available(for(nonGprofit(entities(like(educational(
institutions,(hospitals,(and(governmental(entities,(which(is(unfortunate(because(
many(want(to(invest(in(renewables.((At(a(minimum,(this(ruling(by(the(Iowa(Supreme(
Court(appears(to(clear(the(way(for(firms(like(Eagle(Point(Solar(to(help(nonGprofit(
entities(invest(in(and(utilize(renewable(energy.((From(our(perspective,(this(is(a(very(
good(thing.(
(
Thank(you(for(inviting(further(public(input(in(this(docket.((Luther(College(looks(
forward(to(additional(participation(if(requested.(
(
Sincerely,(
(

(
(
Diane(Tacke(
Vice(President,(Finance(and(Administration(
Luther(College(
700(College(Drive(
Decorah,(IA(52101(

(

(
(
Jim(MartinGSchramm(
President,(Luther(College(Wind(
Energy(Project,(LLC(
700(College(Drive(
Decorah,(IA(52101(

(
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�D� 7KH SXEOLF XWLOLW\ VXEMHFW WR VHFWLRQ ���&���� VKDOO ¿OH E\ 6HSWHPEHU ��� ����� D SODQ ZLWK

WKH FRPPLVVLRQ WR RSHUDWH D FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ SURJUDP ZKLFK VKDOO EHJLQ RSHUDWLRQV ZLWKLQ
�� GD\V DIWHU FRPPLVVLRQ DSSURYDO RI WKH SODQ� 2WKHU SXEOLF XWLOLWLHV PD\ ¿OH DQ DSSOLFDWLRQ DW WKHLU
HOHFWLRQ� 7KH FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ SURJUDP PXVW EH GHVLJQHG WR RIIVHW WKH HQHUJ\ XVH RI QRW
OHVV WKDQ ¿YH VXEVFULEHUV LQ HDFK FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLW\ RI ZKLFK QR VLQJOH VXEVFULEHU KDV
PRUH WKDQ D �� SHUFHQW LQWHUHVW� 7KH RZQHU RI WKH FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ PD\ EH D SXEOLF XWLOLW\
RU DQ\ RWKHU HQWLW\ RU RUJDQL]DWLRQ WKDW FRQWUDFWV WR VHOO WKH RXWSXW IURP WKH FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ
WR WKH XWLOLW\ XQGHU VHFWLRQ ���%����� 7KHUH VKDOO EH QR OLPLWDWLRQ RQ WKH QXPEHU RU FXPXODWLYH
JHQHUDWLQJ FDSDFLW\ RI FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLWLHV RWKHU WKDQ WKH OLPLWDWLRQV LPSRVHG XQGHU
VHFWLRQ ���%����� VXEGLYLVLRQ �F� RU RWKHU OLPLWDWLRQV SURYLGHG LQ ODZ RU UHJXODWLRQV�

�E� $ VRODU JDUGHQ LV D IDFLOLW\ WKDW JHQHUDWHV HOHFWULFLW\ E\ PHDQV RI D JURXQG�PRXQWHG RU
URRI�PRXQWHG VRODU SKRWRYROWDLF GHYLFH ZKHUHE\ VXEVFULEHUV UHFHLYH D ELOO FUHGLW IRU WKH HOHFWULFLW\
JHQHUDWHG LQ SURSRUWLRQ WR WKH VL]H RI WKHLU VXEVFULSWLRQ� 7KH VRODU JDUGHQ PXVW KDYH D QDPHSODWH
FDSDFLW\ RI QR PRUH WKDQ RQH PHJDZDWW� (DFK VXEVFULSWLRQ VKDOO EH VL]HG WR UHSUHVHQW DW OHDVW
��� ZDWWV RI WKH FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ
V JHQHUDWLQJ FDSDFLW\ DQG WR VXSSO\� ZKHQ FRPELQHG
ZLWK RWKHU GLVWULEXWHG JHQHUDWLRQ UHVRXUFHV VHUYLQJ WKH SUHPLVHV� QR PRUH WKDQ ��� SHUFHQW RI
WKH DYHUDJH DQQXDO FRQVXPSWLRQ RI HOHFWULFLW\ E\ HDFK VXEVFULEHU DW WKH SUHPLVHV WR ZKLFK WKH
VXEVFULSWLRQ LV DWWULEXWHG�

�F� 7KH VRODU JHQHUDWLRQ IDFLOLW\ PXVW EH ORFDWHG LQ WKH VHUYLFH WHUULWRU\ RI WKH SXEOLF XWLOLW\
¿OLQJ WKH SODQ� 6XEVFULEHUV PXVW EH UHWDLO FXVWRPHUV RI WKH SXEOLF XWLOLW\ ORFDWHG LQ WKH VDPH
FRXQW\ RU D FRXQW\ FRQWLJXRXV WR ZKHUH WKH IDFLOLW\ LV ORFDWHG�

�G� 7KH SXEOLF XWLOLW\ PXVW SXUFKDVH IURP WKH FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ DOO HQHUJ\ JHQHUDWHG
E\ WKH VRODU JDUGHQ� 7KH SXUFKDVH VKDOO EH DW WKH UDWH FDOFXODWHG XQGHU VHFWLRQ ���%�����
VXEGLYLVLRQ ��� RU� XQWLO WKDW UDWH IRU WKH SXEOLF XWLOLW\ KDV EHHQ DSSURYHG E\ WKH FRPPLVVLRQ� WKH
DSSOLFDEOH UHWDLO UDWH� $ VRODU JDUGHQ LV HOLJLEOH IRU DQ\ LQFHQWLYH SURJUDPV RIIHUHG XQGHU HLWKHU
VHFWLRQ ���&����� RU VHFWLRQ ���&����� $ VXEVFULEHU
V SRUWLRQ RI WKH SXUFKDVH VKDOO EH SURYLGHG
E\ D FUHGLW RQ WKH VXEVFULEHU
V ELOO�

�H� 7KH FRPPLVVLRQ PD\ DSSURYH� GLVDSSURYH� RU PRGLI\ D FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ SURJUDP�
$Q\ SODQ DSSURYHG E\ WKH FRPPLVVLRQ PXVW�

��� UHDVRQDEO\ DOORZ IRU WKH FUHDWLRQ� ¿QDQFLQJ� DQG DFFHVVLELOLW\ RI FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQV�

��� HVWDEOLVK XQLIRUP VWDQGDUGV� IHHV� DQG SURFHVVHV IRU WKH LQWHUFRQQHFWLRQ RI FRPPXQLW\
VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLWLHV WKDW DOORZ WKH XWLOLW\ WR UHFRYHU UHDVRQDEOH LQWHUFRQQHFWLRQ FRVWV IRU HDFK
FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ�

��� QRW DSSO\ GLIIHUHQW UHTXLUHPHQWV WR XWLOLW\ DQG QRQXWLOLW\ FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLWLHV�

��� EH FRQVLVWHQW ZLWK WKH SXEOLF LQWHUHVW�

��� LGHQWLI\ WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDW PXVW EH SURYLGHG WR SRWHQWLDO VXEVFULEHUV WR HQVXUH IDLU
GLVFORVXUH RI IXWXUH FRVWV DQG EHQH¿WV RI VXEVFULSWLRQV�

��� LQFOXGH D SURJUDP LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ VFKHGXOH�

��� LGHQWLI\ DOO SURSRVHG UXOHV� IHHV� DQG FKDUJHV� DQG

��� LGHQWLI\ WKH PHDQV E\ ZKLFK WKH SURJUDP ZLOO EH SURPRWHG�

&RS\ULJKW � ���� E\ WKH 2I¿FH RI WKH 5HYLVRU RI 6WDWXWHV� 6WDWH RI 0LQQHVRWD� $OO 5LJKWV 5HVHUYHG�
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�I� 1RWZLWKVWDQGLQJ DQ\ RWKHU ODZ� QHLWKHU WKH PDQDJHU RI QRU WKH VXEVFULEHUV WR D FRPPXQLW\
VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLW\ VKDOO EH FRQVLGHUHG D XWLOLW\ VROHO\ DV D UHVXOW RI WKHLU SDUWLFLSDWLRQ LQ WKH
FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLW\�

�J� :LWKLQ ��� GD\V RI FRPPLVVLRQ DSSURYDO RI D SODQ XQGHU WKLV VHFWLRQ� D XWLOLW\ VKDOO EHJLQ
FUHGLWLQJ VXEVFULEHU DFFRXQWV IRU HDFK FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLW\ LQ LWV VHUYLFH WHUULWRU\� DQG
VKDOO ¿OH ZLWK WKH FRPPLVVLRQHU RI FRPPHUFH D GHVFULSWLRQ RI LWV FUHGLWLQJ V\VWHP�

�K� )RU WKH SXUSRVHV RI WKLV VHFWLRQ� WKH IROORZLQJ WHUPV KDYH WKH PHDQLQJV JLYHQ�

��� �VXEVFULEHU� PHDQV D UHWDLO FXVWRPHU RI D XWLOLW\ ZKR RZQV RQH RU PRUH VXEVFULSWLRQV RI D
FRPPXQLW\ VRODU JDUGHQ IDFLOLW\ LQWHUFRQQHFWHG ZLWK WKDW XWLOLW\� DQG

��� �VXEVFULSWLRQ� PHDQV D FRQWUDFW EHWZHHQ D VXEVFULEHU DQG WKH RZQHU RI D VRODU JDUGHQ�

+LVWRU\� ���� F �� DUW �� V �

&RS\ULJKW � ���� E\ WKH 2I¿FH RI WKH 5HYLVRU RI 6WDWXWHV� 6WDWH RI 0LQQHVRWD� $OO 5LJKWV 5HVHUYHG�
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4 CCR 723-3 CODE OF COLORADO REGULATIONS 

(II) Waive any existing limits on generating capacity or customer service entrance capacity if 
the customer proposes to make any necessary upgrades to its service entrance capacity 
at its own expense; and 

(III) Have the right of first refusal to purchase, and the right not to purchase, electricity from 
retail renewable distributed generation that is sized to provide more than 120 percent of 
the average annual consumption of electricity by the CDPOR customer at that site.  If the 
investor owned QRU exercises its option to purchase excess generation under this 
subparagraph 3664(i)(III), it may claim the RECs based on such purchases. 

(IV) This paragraph does not confer upon CDPOR the right to make retail sales of electricity 
or distribute electricity to other state agencies or to noncontiguous properties. 

3665. Community Solar Gardens. 

The following rules shall apply to all community solar gardens (CSGs) developed pursuant to § 40-2-127, 
C.R.S.  These rules shall not apply to cooperative electric associations or to municipally owned utilities. 

(a) CSG subscriptions, subscribers, and subscriber organizations. 

(I) Requirements for CSG subscribers, CSG subscriptions, and CSG subscriber 
organizations. 

(A) No CSG subscriber may own more than a 40 percent interest in the beneficial 
use of the electricity generated by the CSG, including without limitation, the 
renewable energy and RECs associated with or attributable to the CSG. 

(B) Each CSG subscription shall be sized to represent at least one kW of the CSG’s 
nameplate rating and supply no more than 120 percent of the CSG subscriber’s 
average annual electricity consumption at the premises to which the subscription 
is attributed, with a deduction for the amount of any existing retail renewable 
distributed generation at such premises.  The minimum one kW sizing 
requirement herein shall not apply to subscriptions owned by an eligible low-
income CSG subscriber. 

(C) The premises to which a subscription is attributed by a CSG subscriber shall be 
served by the investor owned QRU and shall be within either the same 
municipality or the same county as the CSG except that, if a subscriber’s 
designated premise is located in a county with a population of less than 20,000 
residents according to the most recent available census figures, the designated 
premise may be in another county adjacent to the county where the CSG is 
located, so long as the adjacent county also has a population of less than 20,000 
residents and is within the service territory of the QRU.  The CSG subscriber may 
change from time to time the premises to which the CSG subscription shall be 
attributed, so long as the premises is within the geographical limits of the investor 
owned QRU. 

(D) No CSG subscriber organization may own more than a 40 percent interest in the 
beneficial use of the electricity generated by the CSG, including without 
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limitation, the renewable energy and RECs associated with or attributable to the 
CSG, after the CSG has operated commercially for 18 months. 

(II) Share transfers and portability. 

(A) A CSG subscription may be transferred or assigned to the associated CSG 
subscriber organization or to any person or entity who qualifies to be a subscriber 
in the CSG. 

(B) A CSG subscriber who desires to transfer or assign all or part of his subscription 
to the CSG subscriber organization, in its own name or to become unsubscribed 
shall notify the CSG subscriber organization and the transfer of the subscription 
to the CSG subscriber organization shall be effective upon such notification, 
unless the CSG subscriber specifies a later effective date.   

(C) A CSG subscriber who desires to transfer or assign all or part of his subscription 
to an eligible QRU customer desiring to purchase a subscription may do so only 
in compliance with the terms and conditions of the subscription and will be 
effective in accordance therewith. 

(D) If the CSG is fully subscribed, the CSG subscriber organization shall maintain a 
waiting list of eligible QRU customers who desire to purchase subscriptions. The 
CSG subscriber organization shall offer the CSG subscription of the CSG 
subscriber desiring to transfer or assign their interest, or a portion thereof, on a 
first-come, first-serve basis to customers on the waiting list. 

(E) The CSG subscriber organization and the investor owned QRU shall jointly verify 
that each CSG subscriber is eligible to be a subscriber in the CSG pursuant to 
subparagraph 3665(a)(I).  The CSG subscriber roll shall include, at a minimum, 
the percentage share owned by the CSG subscriber, the effective date of the 
ownership of that percentage share, and the meters at the premises to which the 
CSG subscription is attributed for the purpose of applying billing credits.  
Changes in the CSG subscriber roll shall be communicated by the CSG 
subscriber organization to the QRU, in written or electronic form, as soon as 
practicable, but on no less than a monthly basis. 

(F) Prices paid for subscriptions in a CSG shall not be subject to regulation by the 
Commission.   

(b) Production data. 

(I) The amount of renewable energy and RECs generated by each CSG shall be measured 
by a production meter installed by the investor owned QRU or the CSG owner and paid 
for by the CSG owner. 

(II) The owner of a CSG with a nameplate rating of one MW or greater shall register the CSG 
and report the CSG’s production data to the WREGIS in accordance with paragraph 
3659(j).  
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(III) CSGs are required to provide real time reporting of production as specified by the QRU.  
For CSGs greater than 250 kW, the CSG owner shall provide real time electronic access 
to production data under paragraph 3656(l).  A QRU may require different real time 
reporting for CSGs 250 kW and smaller. 

(III) Production from the CSG shall be reported by the CSG subscriber organization to its 
CSG subscribers at least monthly.  To facilitate the tracking of production data by CSG 
subscribers, CSG owners or CSG subscriber organizations are encouraged to provide 
website access to subscribers showing real time output from the CSG, if practicable, as 
well as historical production data.   

(c) Billing credits and unsubscribed renewable energy. 

(I) Compensation to the CSG subscriber for its share of the renewable energy generated by 
a CSG shall take the form of a billing credit paid to the CSG subscriber by the investor 
owned QRU.  

(A) The billing credit shall be calculated by multiplying the CSG subscriber’s share as 
a percentage of the renewable energy generated by the CSG times the QRU’s 
total aggregate retail rate (including all billed components) as charged to the 
CSG subscriber. 

(B) For the purpose of calculating the billing credit for a commercial or industrial 
customer on a demand tariff, the total aggregate retail rate (including all billed 
components) shall be determined by dividing the total electric charges to be paid 
by the customer to the investor owned QRU for the most recent calendar year 
(including demand charges) by the customers’ total electricity consumption for 
that year.  In the event that the designated premises to which the CSG 
subscription is attributed has less than one year of billing history, an estimate of 
the total annual charges shall be made by the QRU. 

(C) Billing credits shall be reflected in the CSG subscriber’s bill from the investor 
owned QRU no later than the 60th day after the QRU receives the information 
required to calculate the billing credit from the CSG subscriber organization. 

(II) The investor owned QRU may assess a Commission-approved charge to cover the 
QRU’s costs of delivering to the CSG subscriber’s premises the renewable energy 
generated by the CSG, integrating the generation from the CSG into the utility’s system, 
and administering the contracts with CSG owners and billing credits.  This charge shall 
be a fixed amount and shall not reflect costs that are already recovered by the QRU from 
CSG subscribers through other charges.  The QRU may seek a revision of this charge no 
more frequently than once per year in conjunction with its acquisition plan submitted 
under paragraph 3665(d). 

(III) If, in a monthly billing period, the CSG subscriber’s billing credit associated with a CSG 
subscription exceeds the customer’s bill from the investor owned QRU, the excess billing 
credit will be rolled over as a credit from month to month indefinitely until the customer 
terminates service with the investor owned QRU, at which time no payment shall be 
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required from the investor owned QRU for any remaining billing credits associated with 
the customer’s CSG subscription.. 

(IV) The investor owned QRU shall purchase all of the renewable energy and RECs 
generated by a CSG if the QRU enters into a contract with the CSG owner pursuant to a 
Commission-approved acquisition plan under paragraph 3665(d).  For RECs purchased 
by the QRU, the QRU and the CSG owner shall agree on whether subscribers will be 
compensated by a credit on each CSG subscriber’s bill from the QRU or by a payment to 
the CSG owner.   

(V) The investor owned QRU shall purchase from the CSG owner the unsubscribed 
renewable energy and RECs at a rate equal to the QRU’s average hourly incremental 
cost of electricity supply over the immediately preceding calendar year.   

(d) Acquisitions of renewable energy and RECs from CSGs. 

(I) The Commission shall establish the minimum and maximum purchases of renewable 
energy from newly installed CSG generation (new CSGs) by the investor owned QRU for 
each compliance year under the renewable energy standard, except that for compliance 
years 2011 through 2013, the QRU shall not be obligated to purchase the renewable 
energy from more than six MW of new CSGs.  For compliance years 2014 and thereafter, 
the Commission shall determine the minimum and maximum purchases of renewable 
energy and RECs from new CSGs of different segments based on the capacity of the 
CSGs (capacity segments) without regard to the six MW ceiling for the period 2011 
through 2013.  The Commission shall establish such minimum and maximum levels of 
purchases in consideration of a plan for the acquisition of renewable energy and RECs 
from CSGs filed by the investor owned QRU.  

(A) For compliance years 2011, 2012, and 2013, the RECs acquired from CSGs 
shall not be used to meet more than 20 percent of the investor owned QRU’s 
retail renewable distributed generation requirement under rule 3655.  

(B) For compliance years 2011 through 2014, the investor owned QRU shall submit 
an application to obtain renewable energy and RECs from CSGs.  Beginning with 
the 2015 compliance year, the investor owned QRU’s plan for the acquisition of 
renewable energy and RECs from CSGs shall be part of the QRU’s compliance 
plan filed pursuant to rule 3657. 

(II) The investor owned QRU shall acquire renewable energy and RECs by entering into 
contracts with CSG owners.  A CSG whose owner enters into a contract with the QRU 
shall be deemed to be part of the QRU’s Commission-approved acquisition plan if the 
cumulative total of the nameplate capacity of the new CSGs acquired in the compliance 
year does not exceed the maximum purchases established by the Commission for that 
compliance year. 

(III) For compliance years 2011, 2012, and 2013, each investor owned QRU shall issue one 
or more standard offers to purchase the RECs from CSGs of 500 kilowatts or less at 
prices that are comparable to the prices offered by the QRU under its existing standard 
offers for on-site solar generation. 
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(A) For compliance years 2011, 2012, and 2013, each QRU shall acquire through 
these standard offers one-half of the CSG generation it plans to acquire, subject 
to receiving responses to these standard offers. 

(B) The QRU shall establish a reservation process for such standard offers that 
includes a refundable reservation deposit paid by the CSG owner to prioritize 
applications in the event that applications exceed the maximum purchases 
established by the Commission for that capacity segment.  Such deposit shall not 
exceed $100 per kilowatt. The deposit shall be refunded to the CSG owner within 
three months after the CSG achieves commercial operation.  

(IV) The investor owned QRU shall conduct due diligence on proposed contracts with new 
CSG owners to reasonably assure that the CSG owner and CSG subscriber organization 
have sufficient resources to successfully construct and commence operations of the 
CSG. 

(A) Except for CSGs owned by governmental or quasi-governmental entities, the 
investor owned QRU shall be deemed to have conducted sufficient due diligence 
by requiring from the CSG owner documentation of escrowed funds of not less 
than $100 per kW of the CSG’s nameplate rating.  The escrow shall be 
maintained by its terms until such time as the CSG commences commercial 
operation as certified by the QRU’s acceptance of renewable energy generated 
by the CSG. 

(B) If a CSG owner properly documents escrowed funds consistent with this 
subparagraph 3665(d)(IV), the investor owned QRU may not refuse to enter into 
a contract with the CSG owner for failure to demonstrate sufficient resources to 
reasonably assure successful construction and commencement of CSG 
operations . 

(V) In each plan to acquire renewable energy and RECs from CSGs, the investor owned 
QRU shall reserve, to the extent there is demand for such ownership, at least five percent 
of its renewable energy purchases from new CSGs for eligible low-income CSG 
subscribers.   

(A) CSG subscriber organizations and investor owned QRUs may rely on 
certification by the Colorado Department of Human Services for acceptance in 
the Colorado Low-Income Energy Assistance Program (LEAP) as evidence of 
eligibility as an eligible low-income CSG subscriber in a CSG.  

(B) Acquisition of energy and RECs from eligible low-income CSG subscribers to 
CSGs may be either through dedicated low-income CSGs or low-income set 
asides within other CSGs. 

(VI) For investments in a new CSG, the investor owned QRU shall be eligible for the 
incentives and be subject to the ownership limitations set forth in rule 3660; however 
such incentive payments shall be excluded from the retail rate impact under rule 3661. 
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(VII) The investor owned QRU may file an application with the Commission for approval to 
recover through rates a margin on renewable energy and RECs purchased from CSGs; 
however such incentive payments shall be excluded from the retail rate impact under rule 
3661. 

(VIII) Notwithstanding the exclusion from the retail rate impact in subparagraphs 3665(d)(VI) 
and (VII), the acquisition of renewable energy and RECs from CSGs shall be subject to 
the retail rate impact under rule 3661.  QRU expenditures for unsubscribed energy and 
RECs generated by CSGs shall be included in the calculations of retail rate impact under 
that rule.  

(e) Financing and operating CSGs. 

(I) Contracts signed by QRUs with CSG owners shall be a matter of public record and shall 
be filed with the Commission by the QRU. 

(II) CSG subscriber organizations shall issue public annual reports as of the end of the 
calendar or other fiscal year containing, at a minimum, the energy produced by the CSG; 
audited financial statements including a balance sheet, income statement, and sources 
and uses of funds statement; and the management and ownership of the CSG and the 
CSG subscriber organization, if different.  Individual subscribers shall receive, in addition 
to the annual report of the CSG subscriber organization, a report of the energy, multiplier 
(e.g., aggregate retail rate), and net metering credits attributed to the CSG subscriber’s 
account. 

(III) CSG subscriber funds, collected by the CSG in advance of commercial operation of the 
CSG, shall be held in escrow.  The escrow shall be maintained by its terms until such 
time as the CSG commences commercial operation as certified by QRU acceptance of 
energy from the CSG.  

3666. Rural Renewable Projects. 

(a) QRUs (whether investor owned, rural electric association owned, or municipally owned) may take 
advantage of REC multiplier for rural renewable projects described in paragraph 3654(g) subject 
to the following restrictions: 

(I) Interconnection must be completed and commercial operation achieved by December 31, 
2014. 

(II) For investor owned QRUs, rural renewable projects for which this REC multiplier is 
claimed may not be counted toward the distributed generation requirements in rule 3655. 

(III) Any entity that owns or develops a rural renewable project that will take advantage of the 
aforementioned compliance multiplier, must notify the Commission on a Commission-
provided form within 30 days after signing a power purchase agreement with a QRU and 
also within 30 days after beginning commercial operations.  Such forms will minimally 
require the megawatts of nameplate electric capacity from installed rural renewable 
projects or the capacity that is subject to power purchase agreements, as applicable.  
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!  Midwest(investor-owned(energy(
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billion(in(Iowa(

!  Serve(over(1,350(communiBes(
!  Nearly(4,000(employees(working(
out(of(over(200(communiBes(
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2013 data! Iowa!

Electric Customers( 528,000(

Gas Customers( 235,000(
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Generating Capacity (MWs)(

 
3,200(

Electric Sales (000s MWh)( 16,000(

Iowa!Service!Territory!
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!  Incorporated(in(1925(
!  52,000(square(miles(
!  100(counBes(
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Electric!Power!Sources!in!Iowa!
Alliant Energy is committed to providing balanced energy solutions that are 
environmentally responsible, reliable and cost effective. 

2010 2013 
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Customer!Owned!Genera@on!Guiding!Principles!
!  Educate(customers(on(available(energy(opBons(and(assist(them(in(

maximizing(applicable(incenBves(
!  Maintain(reliability(in(electrical(service,(keeping(the(safety(of(the(

public(and(uBlity(employees(at(the(forefront(
!  Provide(Bmely(and(professional(service(to(customers(who(self-

generate(
!  Provide(renewable(energy(opBons(to(customers(through(

mechanisms(such(as(green(pricing(programs(and(community(solar(
iniBaBves(

!  Ensure(there(are(consumer(protecBons(in(place(regarding(energy(
opBons,(including(full(disclosure(and(fraud(protecBons(

!  Support(pricing(that(ensures(costs(remain(compeBBve(for(all(
customers(
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